In this section we will discuss briefly how the DW reaches and passes through the notch when d is reduced. For all the nanowires addressed in the present work, the left arm including the elliptic pad and the notch left-side does not change at all, so the DW nucleation, propagation and reaching the notch should be identical. Taken the nanowire with d = 500 nm as a representative, several snapshots of the DW propagation and reaching the notch have been shown in Fig. S2 . First, the CW VDW and CCW VDW are nucleated at the elliptic pad with equal probabilities. In the case of CW VDW nucleation, as displayed by the images from (a) to (d) in Fig. S2 , after the CW VDW is injected into the left arm, it propagates along the nanowire and keeps its chirality till it reaches the notch left-side. Meantime, the core of the VDW moves upwards and finally the VDW will shrink into a transverse-like DW along the left edge of the notch. In the other case of CCW VDW nucleation, as displayed by the images from (a') to (d') in Fig. S2 , a new CW VDW is nucleated near the notch during the processes of the CCW VDW propagating along the nanowire, which is resulted from strong shape anisotropy provided by the left edge of the notch. The core of the CCW VDW moves downwards and finally the CCW VDW will be annihilated.
Meantime, the core of the CW VDW moves upwards and a transverse-like DW will be formed, similar to the final state of the CW VDW nucleation case. Therefore, despite of the chirality of the DW nucleated at the elliptic pad, the same type of DW will be formed and pinned at the notch left-side before it passes through the notch.
6 Figure S3 The processes of CW VDW maintaining ((a)-(d)) and changing ((a'-d')) its chirality when passing through the notch for the nanowire with d = 400 nm.
